
WHO WE ARE

We are experienced and fully licensed 
real estate agents, focused on helping 
buyers and sellers achieve the best 
results in their property goals.  

Our precise and up to date market 
reports provide all relevant financial 
ratios and consider potential costs 
throughout the ownership of a property.



WHAT’S THE PROCESS LIKE?

Step 1

Provide us the 
suburb/property of your 

interest.

Step 3

We provide you with a 
market research.

Step 7
You are ready to grow 

your profit!

Step 2

Set your budget and 
preferred number of 

bedrooms.

Step 6

You decide on a 
property and we assist 

you purchasing.

Step 4

Choose your favorite 
properties from the 

report.

Step 5

We provide you with 
individual property 

reports.



WHAT WE DO

Finding the best 
investment property on 

the market.

Market Research Single Property Report

Evaluating the potential of the 

chosen property.

Negotiating & Bidding

Negotiating the sale’s  price 
and the contract conditions 

on your behalf 

Suburb Evaluation

Finding the right 
suburb.



SUBURB EVALUATION

Analyse the performance of two 
suburbs and their surroundings

Show the price growth and current 
median price of the suburbs

Provide feedback on the suburbs, 
potential and rank

✓

✓

✓



SUBURB EVALUATION

Everyone looking for a property has a preferred location. However, not always are they able to afford it. If the suburb of 

interest is out of your budget, you can still find a property as close to it as possible. For this reason, we can provide you

with a quick suburb check and feedback on your preferred location and the closest suburbs around it.

We can guide you to invest in the best performing suburbs or suburbs with a great growth potential within your budget, to 

maximize your profit.

The next step is to analyse the chosen suburb and its current listings more in detail and pick the best fit for you. We can 

then negotiate the conditions on your behalf.



MARKET RESEARCH

Analyse the performance 
of one suburb

Scan all current listings 
and give feedback on 5 best

Provide financial feedback 
for the 5 best

✓

✓

✓



MARKET RESEARCH REPORT

The Melbourne Real Estate market report is one of the best tools we can recommend to our clients. This research report 

will be tailored according to your preferences. Analyzing not just the type and size of properties in the suburb/s you’re 

interested in, but also providing you with a full scan of the market in the area of interest, including the most recent median 

rent and sales prices.

This market analysis will consider potential costs and how they will affect properties on the market. Please note that these 

expenses are generalized in this report but will be more specific in the Single Property Report.

Lastly, you will receive financial feedback on the five best suitable properties for you and a rating of these properties on 

the market.

Don't worry if this sounds too overwhelming! We will be with you all the way, supporting your endeavors.



SINGLE PROPERTY REPORT

Analyse the performance 
of the property

Predict the future growth

Show the potential profit

✓

✓

✓

Rate the property as an 
investment

✓



SINGLE PROPERTY REPORT

Once the current market has been analyzed in the market research report, a Single Property Report is offered. This is an 

extra, tailored made report and provides more detailed information about a property.

We predict the price growth of the properties of interest and show in an easy to read manner what your profit on that 

investment will be in the future.

By applying all possible costs that may arise, we can provide you with a very accurate scenario of how the property will 

perform over the next years. We highly recommend this Single Property Report!

And once again, we will be here if doubts should arise. 



NEGOTIATION & BIDDING

Evaluate the property of 
interest

Negotiate with the agent the 
contract terms and prices

✓

✓

Discounted managing fee 
for investment properties✓



NEGOTIATION & BIDDING

If you are an inexperienced buyer and the process of purchasing is too daunting for you, we recommend you use a buyer's 

advocate for negotiation and bidding.

A professional, knowledgeable agent can be very helpful, not only acting for you during the process of buying, but also 

making sure your interests are protected.

Having a buyer’s advocate can also be handy when clients are too busy to follow the buying process and require someone 

to act on their behalf.  

Unlike most companies around, Boutique’s fees are FIXED and not price related, meaning that you’ll be aware of how 

much our service will cost from the very beginning.

We can also assist you in finding the right solicitor/ conveyancer as part of our service. And if your purchase is an 

investment, you can benefit from discounted management fees when signing up with Boutique. 

For further information about our Property Management services, please contact us. 



Full
Service

Report
Service

Single
Service

Suburb Evaluation

Market Report

Single Property 
Report

Negotiating & 
Bidding

Extras

SERVICE PACKAGES FOR CUSTOMERS



HOW IS OUR SERVICE STRUCTURED?

We provide a pre designed guide of services that we recommend to our clients. You can then make your own choices as to what 

you need and what you don’t.

Within their budget, clients can determine what services they would like us to provide. A client may, for example, require the 

negotiation for 2 properties by using the full service, without considering the other reports. Or they may only use the reports 

and skip the negotiating and bidding.

Please note that ALL of our services are paid upfront and additional payments will be required if the services provided exceed 

the original budget.



WHAT WE RECOMMEND

Boutique recommends the use of the Full Service as the best tool for making an informed decision.

These reports provide our clients with a full analysis of the performance of the general market, suburb/s of interest and

chosen property/ies.

A Single Property Report of the property of interest is also recommended before we start negotiating on your behalf.

For further advise, contact your responsible agent.



SERVICE PACKAGES FOR CUSTOMERS

Excl. GST Full
Service

Report
Service

Single
Service

Suburb Evaluation $200
each

$200
each

Market Report $700 
each

$700
each

Single Property Report $350
each

$350
each

Negotiating & Bidding $2,250
each

$2,700
each

Total $4,500 $1,600



SERVICE PACKAGES FOR CUSTOMERS EXTRAS

Excl. GST Extras

Suburb Evaluation $200
each

Market Report $700 
each

Single Property Report $350
each

Negotiating & Bidding $2,250
each


